Utrecht, January 30, 2019.

The European Council President
The Heads of state and government of the countries of the European Union, members of the
European Council, c/o the permanent representations
The President of the European Commission.

Re: our genocides.

Dear Donald,
dear Alexis, Andrej & Andrej, Angela, António, Boyko Charles, Dalia, Emmanuel, Giuseppe, Joseph, Juha,
Jüri, Klaus, Krišjānis, Lars, Leo, Marjan, Mark, Mateusz, Nicos, Pedro, Peter, Sebastian, Stefan, Theresa,
Viktor, Xavier,
dear Jean-Claude,
These days are our common remembrance days. We commemorated on January 27, 1945, that 74
years ago Auschwitz was liberated. We commemorated the approximately six million Jews who were
murdered in the Holocaust. Today, we commemorate that 86 years ago, on January 30, 1933, Hitler
was appointed as Chancellor of Germany. The subsequent joyful frenzy of the Nazis elicited the painter
Max Liebermann the remark: "I cannot eat that much, as I would like to puke". And yet, what would
follow after 1933, no one could even imagine.
It seems as if nobody does remember either, as the horror of mass murder of specific groups of people
is with us again. One of these groups is the group of ‘drug users’, as you define them. Singled out for
punishment by the USA government in the years following the end of WWII, the entire world
community has committed itself since the 1961 Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of the fantastic
task of getting rid, under the UN umbrella, of the ‘evil’ of drugs use and users.
Under the pretext of taking care of the health and welfare of mankind and without the necessary
scientific substructure, a moralist approach to terminate millennia old practices of other, indigenous
peoples was forced upon the world’s governments by the new super power and its allies. Millions of
people would die, and each death was an argument to persevere and eradicate the evil users.
Evil? Yes, the lies, repression of science and facts, hate campaigns, the recruitment of the world mafia
and outright warfare which the war of drugs brought to humanity. Murder and a lot of deads. A mass
murder brought as charity. Now that the true nature of this war has become clear and a humane
approach to the problem of drugs is proposed in progressive quarters, the rabid drugs warriors are
proceeding to the last resort, the public promotion of extrajudicial mass killing.

Already more than two years applied in Asia and encouraged by the US President, this new phase of the
drug user genocide is currently spreading over the world. There is cause for great concern for drug
users because, in contrast to 1933, we already know what is awaiting us. The reaction of the
international community moreover is perplexing, as most UN-nations signed up for Trump’s 2018
‘Global Call to Action on the World Drug Problem’, an initiative to revamp the failed war on drugs.
If you wish to commemorate the holocaust and honor the victims, please do abjure this new genocide
loud and clear, as there exists no essential difference between you and Jews and us, drug users, except
the difference you created: the purity of your blood and the impurity of the blood running through our
veins, containing illegal substances or coming from alleged inferior races.
The Drugs Peace Institute has asked the Prosecutor with the International Criminal Court to extend the
preliminary examination of the situation in Duterte’s Philippines to include the president of the USA.
No reply has as yet been received. We therefore call upon you to impress upon the ICC to look into this
request.
But more important, there is only one way out for permanent redress: de-criminalization of the use of
mind-altering substances. The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Antonio de Oliveira
Guterres, has given the successfull example as prime minister of Portugal.
Please support him now that we wish to repeat this paradigm change on the world stage and repeat his
European example.
Do remember the Nazi history and make our remembrance real.
Sincerely yours,

Adriaan Bronkhorst Büller
Drugs Peace Institute
Cc:
European political parties
Executive Office of the UN Secretary General, New York, USA
USA Embassy, The Hague, The Netherlands.
Attachment:
‘A new call to action: for impeachment of the US president for incitement to genocide and for the
nomination of drugs pacifists for the 2019 Nobel Peace Prize.’
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